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Suppose we have a dynamic programming problem with state space S, 
action or decision space A, law of motion q, and bounded return function r. 
Under general conditions, the optimal ex-discounted return v"' satisfies the 
functional equation ( see [I]) 
v"' (x) = sup jr(x, a) + ex f q(dy Ix, a) v"'(y)I . 
a EA S \ 
(I) 
Define Wo(x) == 0 and 
Wn+1(x) = sup lr(x, a) + f q(dy Ix, a) wn(Y)/ . 
aEA S \ 
(2) 
The sequence wn is a dynamic programming sequence. wn represents the 
optimal return in n periods. It is well known that in the finite state and 
action model wnfn converges to the optimal average return (see [3]). 
We assume the existence of constants c and ex0 such that 
for all 
cto < ex1 , ex2 < I , and all x E S . 
(3) 
This means that v"' has a partial Laurent series expansion and consequently 
lim"'➔iCI - ex) v"' exists and is fin ite. Using a sequence of contraction map-
pings, we shall prove that assumption (3) implies 
Proof. 
Iim wnfn = lim(l - ex) v"' . 
n➔oo a➔ l 
Let exn = I - 1/n; then for k0 such that exk > ex0 0 
n n 
and L IT ex, (exk - exk-1)-+ 0 as 
k~ko+l ;-k 
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Define the contraction mapping Tn by 
(Tng) (x) = sup l,(x, a)/n + (1 - 1/n) J q(dy Ix, a) g(y)I . (5) 
nA I s \ 
It then follows from (1) that (1 - exn) v°'., is a fixed point of Tn, i.e., 
(6) 
Relation (2) implies 
(7) 
From (6) and (7) and the fact that Tn has contraction modulus exn, it follows 
that 
where II g II denotes supxES I g(x) I. 
By using the triangle inequality we deduce from (3) and (8) that 
Iterating this inequality, we find 
(10) 
n n n 
~ TI exk II wkof ko - ( 1 - exko) v, .• I + L TI ex; ( ex1,; - exk-1) c. 
k- k0+1 k=ko+l :=k 
From (4) it follows then that 
and consequently 
□ 
To conclude, we show that in the finite state and action model the function 
(1 - ex) v"' has a bounded derivative for ex sufficiently near 1 from which it 
follows that assumption (3) is satisfied. 
In the finite case there exists a Blackwell optimal policy, i.e., a stationary 
policy which is discounted optimal for all discount factors ex0 < ex < 1 for 
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some ex0 (see [2]). Using the Laurent series expansion as given by Miller and 
Veinott (see Theorem 1 of (4]), we find 
(1 - ex) Va = L PnYn , 
n~O 
with p = ex- 1(1 - ex), Yo = P*(f) r(j), and 
Yn = (- 1r-1 H(fr r(f) (n = 1, 2, ... ) 
(11) 
for fa Blackwell optimal policy. Since the series in (11) converges for all 
(p) < II H(f)l l-1, it follows that (1 - ex) va has a bounded derivative with 
respect to p, and consequently also the derivative with respect to ex is 
bounded for ex sufficiently near I. 
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